In a new partnership with the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), one of Asia Pacific’s most innovative universities, FIS technology is set to play a key role in training Hong Kong’s next generation of actuaries.

With Asia Pacific driving the recent rapid growth of the world insurance market, CUHK Business School has started offering a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) degree course in Insurance, Financial and Actuarial Analysis (IFAA).

Now, as part of their professional development, IFAA students get to make intensive use of the award-winning FIS® Insurance Risk Suite (formerly Prophet) modeling solution.

Designed to meet growing demand for insurance professionals, the IFAA course provides in-depth education in insurance, finance, and actuarial science to students who wish to be actuaries, financial analysts, and risk managers in insurance companies, banks and other financial institutions and business consultancies.

With Insurance Risk Suite, the students will gain hands-on experience of actuarial computing and learn the advanced quantitative techniques for modeling and projection that will equip them for their future careers.

Professor Albert Wong, Director of the BBA Program in IFAA, says, “We are excited to partner with FIS on an increasingly important aspect of our students’ training. Insurance Risk Suite is used by many top insurance companies across Asia Pacific and the world, which makes it an ideal tool for helping to develop the actuarial talent of the future.”

For more information, please contact us at getinfo@fisglobal.com.

“We welcome this Industry-University collaboration in nurturing the next generation of actuarial talents, in enhancing Hong Kong as the leading actuarial talent center in Asia.”

- Mr. Alexander Wong, Immediate Past President of Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK)